
5 HABITS OF A
SUCCESSFUL
PROP TRADER
“Money won’t create success, the freedom
to make it will.” - Nelson Mandela
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Alphachain Traders is a proprietary trading firm founded with a vision of combining strategy,
innovation and technology to succeed in today’s global markets. Alphachain Academy focuses on
the development of our new traders.

Alphachain Capital trades a variety of investment funds, predominantly in the Cryptocurrency market,
managed by our CEO Adam Haeems. The strategies are deployed both directly on-chain for performance
transparency (Tokensets) while also on exchanges across futures and options. Strategies deployed are a
mixture of both systematic and discretionary trading strategies. Our Funded Traders trade across various
global markets including Equity Indices, Forex, Commodities and Cryptocurrencies.

In 2020 we funded over 300 traders across 27 countries, issuing $4.75m in funded trading accounts to our
traders. We have an open and collaborative culture among our global trading team and encourage the flow
of knowledge and ideas across all areas of the firm.

New traders receive direct support from our CEO, Head of the Trading Academy, Trading Psychologist and
our trading mentors to ensure they are developing at the rate required to become confident funded traders.
Our programmes suit those who are able to work both independently and with others to develop ideas and
market analysis, integrating them into our company ethos, trading strategies and systems. 

Our firm is a meritocracy and progress in both responsibility and compensation is rapid for those capable of
demonstrating excellence in their particular field.

Adam Haeems | Chief Executive Officer

Adam has a Master of Finance (MFin) from Cambridge University (Judge Business
School) and is an experienced institutional futures trader. 
Adam has traded fixed income futures for Bank of America Merrill Lynch before
becoming a cross-asset futures trader for a $1bn global macro hedge fund (Quality
Capital Management). Adam is an experienced cryptocurrency trader having
recently managed a $20m cryptocurrency portfolio for BABB Group ltd.

Gavin Pannu | Head of Trading Academy

Gavin is an experienced prop trader, Certified Financial Technician (CFTe) and
Member of the Society of Technical Analysts (IFTA).  He has three years’ experience as
a Senior Market Analyst at the London Academy of Trading (LAT) and 5 years’ trading
experience of a self-directed fund after completing the ABE accredited Level 5 Diploma
in Applied Financial Trading. Gavin is an experienced trading mentor and lecturer
having taught over 1000 traders and has experience creating leading training
programmes.

Ron William | Trading Psychologist

Ron William, CFTe, NLP, is a market strategist, educator/mentor and performance
coach; with +20 years of experience, working for leading economic research &
institutional firms; producing macro research & trading strategies. He specializes in
blended, top-down, semi-discretionary analysis, driven by cycles and proprietary
timing models.



GLOBAL TRADER PROGRAMME
Our most popular route to becoming a funded proprietary trader. This three

month training programme covers everything you need to become one of our
funded traders and start trading on a guaranteed $20k funded account with a

50% profit split. You will trade all major markets across forex, equity indices,
commodities and cryptocurrencies. It combines academic teaching with

practical trading sessions to help candidates develop their knowledge and skills. 
 

The programme requires no previous knowledge of trading, although
candidates with some experience should find this programme particularly

beneficial. We concentrate on the fundamental analysis (i.e. global news, political
and macroeconomic events), with an extensive examination of charts and

Technical Analysis to study how these global news events affect market prices.
We also explain how Trading Psychology affects our investment decisions, and

how to manage risk when trading. Traders will develop both theoretical and
practical understanding of trading.

ALGORITHMIC TRADER PROGRAMME
A one-of-a kind trader development programme for those wishing to become a
funded algorithmic trader. The programme requires no previous knowledge of
trading or coding, although candidates with some experience should find this

programme particularly beneficial. 
 

We will teach you from the ground up how to build and customize algorithmic
trading strategies using Pine in Tradingview then provide you with a $20k

funded account to get started. We concentrate on the development of
Algorithms (i.e. building semi automated and fully automated systems, idea

generation through technical tools and development of custom indicators and
strategies), with an extensive examination of Quantitative Analysis and
Technical Analysis to study how this approach impacts market prices. 

 
We also explain how Automated Trading Psychology affects our investment

decisions, and how to manage risk when implementing strategies. Traders will
implement this on a variety of global asset classes such as foreign exchange
(FX), equity indices, cryptocurrencies and commodities. Traders will develop

both theoretical and practical understanding of trading.
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PROGRAMMES



CRYPTOCURRENCY
TRADER PROGRAMME

Cryptocurrency is in our DNA. Our CEO Adam Haeems is a well-regarded
cryptocurrency trader and runs a number of strategies across major

cryptocurrencies and altcoins. 
 

This is a specialist trader development route for those who wish to become a
funded cryptocurrency trader with a $10k starting funded account. 

 
This is a one-of-a-kind immersive and structured trader development

programme which provides a unique opportunity for individuals to develop in-
depth knowledge and experience in a cryptocurrency markets within a leading
proprietary trading firm. Under the guidance of your mentor you will begin to

analyse various charts using Tradingview looking to identify patterns and
trading opportunities with a goal of placing profitable trades aligned with your

bespoke trade plan. 
 

You will be trading a basket of the major cryptocurrency markets including
Bitcoin, Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash, Ripple, and more on our market leading MT4

trading platform. You will cover comprehensive technical analysis as well as
well as learning about new blockchain data and how we can use it in our

trading. You will receive direct guidance from our CEO Adam Haeems as well
as Gavin Pannu, Head of Trading Academy.

FX TRADER PROGRAMME
A one-of-a kind trader development programme for those wishing to become
a funded algorithmic trader. The programme requires no previous knowledge
of trading or coding, although candidates with some experience should find

this programme particularly beneficial. 
 

We will teach you from the ground up how to build and customize algorithmic
trading strategies using Pine in Tradingview then provide you with a $20k

funded account to get started. We concentrate on the development of
Algorithms (i.e. building semi automated and fully automated systems, idea

generation through technical tools and development of custom indicators and
strategies), with an extensive examination of Quantitative Analysis and
Technical Analysis to study how this approach impacts market prices. 

 
We also explain how Automated Trading Psychology affects our investment

decisions, and how to manage risk when implementing strategies. Traders will
implement this on a variety of global asset classes such as foreign exchange
(FX), equity indices, cryptocurrencies and commodities. Traders will develop

both theoretical and practical understanding of trading.
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TAKE COMPLETE RESPONSIBILITYTAKE COMPLETE RESPONSIBILITY

PLAN A TRADE AND TRADE A PLANPLAN A TRADE AND TRADE A PLAN

HAVE A SYSTEM THAT FITS YOUHAVE A SYSTEM THAT FITS YOU

WORK HARD AT LEARNING HOW TO TRADEWORK HARD AT LEARNING HOW TO TRADE
PROPERLY AND KEEP WORKINGPROPERLY AND KEEP WORKING

POSITIVE SELF- BELIEFPOSITIVE SELF- BELIEF



A successful trader knows every action he takes, every decision
he makes, he is responsible for that action. You will never meet a

successful trader who is looking to blame someone else, or
something else for the consequences of his results. 

 
When you accept 100%, no questions asked responsibility for all

your actions you are more likely to learn and improve your
trading. You are willing to accept you are going to make

mistakes, but more importantly, you are going to learn and never
repeat those mistakes. This is a vital component of any winning

trader

TAKE COMPLETE
RESPONSIBILITY1
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Every successful trader, investor, money manager has a system
that fits them. Some are long term, some mechanical, some

intuitive, day traders, arbitrage, value, momentum. The system
itself is not the important factor. Is the system in line with your

unique personality.
 

The system does not matter. Value investors like Warren Buffet
who made billions from the stock market with a computer on his

desk. Day traders like Paul Tudor Jones taking home over $80
million per annum in profits. What do they have in common? 

 
As you can see it's not the system but they operate a style of

trading that they are both prefer and excel in. They wouldn't be
trading any other way. Many traders try to copy the latest hot fad
in trading. But that style of trading will not suit everyone and you

could be constantly changing your system. 

HAVE A SYSTEM
THAT FITS YOU2
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No trader will last long if he doesn't plan every trade. Also it is
important there is absolutely no point in making a plan for a

trade if you are not disciplined enough to follow it. A plan should
cater for every eventuality. As Richard Dennis said, “Don’t worry

about where the prices are going. Worry about what you are
going to do when they get there."

 
Once you put a trading position, you cannot control the price. Do

not worry about what could happen and concentrate on you
trigger points and what you will do when these points are

violated. By doing this your trading becomes very systematic and
stress free.

 

PLAN A TRADE AND
TRADE A PLAN3
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This is no different from any other trade. Would you expect to
become a brain surgeon after attending a week-end seminar

and reading a few books? Yet, many expect to become a Market
Wizard within such a short period of time.

 
If you ever have the privilege to ask questions to successful

traders you'll realise just how much effort, time and
determination it took until they arrived at where they are. Being

a consistent stock market winner is no different from being a top
lawyer, Doctor or businessman.

 
First you must decide that you really do want to trade. Ask

yourself is trading the stock market something I am genuinely
interested in or are you lured by the potential money it has to

offer you. If your number one goal in trading the markets is
simply to make as much money as possible then it the likelihood
of succeeding would be very low.  If you are simply chasing the
money it can be a motivation as long as you are motivated to

learn and work at what really works in the market.
 

You will have to spend a significant time on analysing yourself,
your personality, finding a trading style you are most

comfortable with, learn trade correctly, read, study and ask
questions. Basically, you are going to have to start from scratch

and build a system that fits you. In the beginning it will take
some time but with persistence you will reach your goal.

WORK HARD AT LEARNING
HOW TO TRADE PROPERLY
AND KEEP WORKING4
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"All truly wise thoughts have been thought already thousands of
times; but to truly make them ours we must think them over

again honestly, till they take root in our personal experience." -
Goethe

 
Positive self-belief is not only in the system you are trading but
also in your discipline to execute both entry and exits flawlessly

are essential to your success in trading. Traders know it is the
discipline displayed in following their rules that is the important

thing in trading and the money rewards are secondary. For if you
cannot execute your signals, on both entry and exit, without

question it takes just one mistake to give all those hard earned
profits back to the market.

 
Positive self-belief is built from repetition after repetition of

following your rules. You will need to do extensive back-testing
of your system and constant self-analysis.

 
You'll never be able to follow a system if you have a doubt in your

mind. That's why so many people who buy other peoples
systems fail. When that system goes through a losing period the

person who purchased it will throw it away and search for the
next system. Yet the trader who has a solid belief will be aware
that the system does display periods of losses. He's seen it all

before and sits it out waiting for the conditions to become more
favourable.
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4.9 STARS ON TRUSTPILOT

43 BERKELEY SQUARE, MAYFAIR,  LONDON, W1J 5AP
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$4.7M IN FUNDED ACCOUNTS ISSUED

An Impressive Track Record Of Trading Success

GLOBAL TRADER NETWORK

534 traders funded last year

Whether you’re looking to break into the finance industry, become

one of our global funded traders or improve your trading skills, 

we have a proven formula for success through our 

funded trader programmes.

 

No matter what your trading experience is, develop your trading

skills through our unique hands-on mentoring model while

managing a live funded trading account!

 

GET IN TOUCH TODAY

hr@alphachain.co.uk


